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Rocket Launch Equations:    If only the altitude is known:    

€ 

vlaunch = 2g(x tanθ )   
   where θ is the angle between a point x distance from the launch pad and the 
     line of sight to the apex of the rocket.

   If only the time is known:     

€ 

vlaunch =
gτ
2

where τ represents total time of flight.

Example #20: Marissa is standing 85 m from the launch pad of an air rocket. The rocket is launched from the top of the stool so it     
       is at the same height as she is using the altitude “gun”.  The rocket is launched and when it reaches its apex, Marissa carefully   
       measures an angle of 40°. What is the Vlaunch in  m/s?    
   apex

€ 

v launch = 2g( x tanθ ) = 2(9.81m / s / s)(85m)(tan 40°) = 37.4 m / s  

                                             40°
                              85 m

Adding vectors by the head-to-tail method

Example #21: Construct the resultant (in a different color) using the head-to-tail method if: 
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Vectors and Trigonometry:  (V represents a generic vector, assume θ is measured from the horizontal.)     

sin θ = Vy/V therefore      Vy = V sin θ            component form:      

€ 

 
v = vx

ˆ i + vy
ˆ j              

cos θ = Vx/V therefore      Vx  = V cos θ   
tan θ = Vy/Vx therefore        θ = tan- 1  |Vy / Vx|

                                     V                         Vy = V sinθ j

     Vx = ”-”        Vx = ”+”       

€ 

v = vx
2 + vy

2                           SOH     CAH     TOA
     Vy = “+”       Vy = “+”  θ

     Vx = ”-”         Vx = ”+”   Vx = V cosθ  ι

     Vy = “-”        Vy = “-” Remember:  “Every vector at an angle is the hypotenuse of a right triangle.”
              

         Profile View            Map View                         Useful trig identities:  
           ALH          ARH        N of W      N of E  2sinθcosθ =   sin(2θ)

                       BLH           BRH         S of W       S of E                       sin2θ + cos2θ = 1
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VECTORS:    Remember these ten steps to adding vectors using the component method:
1.) Sketch the vectors all emanating from the same origin.
2.) Turn the vectors into right triangles (the vector being the hypotenuse.)
3.) Use trig (sin and cos) to determine the lengths of the legs of the right triangle (these are the components of the    
       vector)   Ax = A cosθ   Ay = Asinθ  As long as θ is measured from the horizontal (east-west) line.
4.) Write the vectors in component form (i’s and j’s)  and stack them
5.) Rack them (add the i’s up and then add the j’s up) then write the resultant.
6.) Sketch the resultant back on your original sketch to determine if it looks correct. 
     By that I mean that if you were to do  a head-to-tail method of adding  two, three, four,  etc. . . .  vectors together,     
     would the answer be about where you have sketched your component resultant? 
    If the answer can be left in component form,  you are done, if it must be “proper form”, then you  need to keep going . . . 
7.) Resketch your resultant on another drawing: Turn it into a right triangle using the resultant’s  x and y components.
8.) Use the Pythagorean Theorem to determine the length of 

        the hypotenuse  which is the magnitude of the resultant vector.                   
  

€ 

 
R = Rx

2 + Ry
2  

9.) Use inverse tangent (tan-1) to determine the angle between the

        horizontal (or east-west) line  and the resultant.             

€ 

tan−1 Ry

Rx

= θ

10.) Finally, double check to make sure the magnitude and angle of the resultant seems correct according to your 
sketches, then write the resultant vector in the proper form:    samples:  37 N @  20°  ALH      or    27 m/s @  18° S of E
Example #22:   Osama Bin Lauden is attempting to escape from Norman in his private Cessna at Westhiemer airport. Bob Stoops 
and Joe Dynamo are eating breakfast at Ozzies and notice the suspicious plane taxiing on the runway. Bob runs out on the runway 
and  throws a thick rope over a pole sticking off the back of the plane. He wraps the other end of the rope around his hand and hangs 
on. Joe Dynamo throws another thick rope over the pole and hangs on to the other end of his rope. The plane is trying to move with 
a force of  8000.0 N  @ 70° S of E.  Bob is pulling with  5000 N  of force on his rope which is oriented  40.0° N of W.     With 
how much force and with what orientation will Joe have to pull on his rope to hold Bin Lauden and his plane in place until 
Homeland Security authorities arrive? 
   Required sketch of vectors: Strategy:  If I find the resultant of these two vectors, then the equilibrant 

of that resultant will be the amount of force with which Joe will have to 
pull on his rope to make the whole thing go static (no movement).  
Remember, in a static situation, the three vectors will add up to a triangle 

3,214 if I were to add them using the head-to-tail method,  but I’m going to 
   40°    +2736 show how to do it in the component ( i , j ) format.

                -3,830                 70°
So, you ask me . . .  “Askey, where did you come up with those 

Remember that  -7,518  crazy numbers on the legs of the right triangles?”  
every vector at Remember this: As long as the angle θ of a vector R is measured    
an  angle to the from the horizontal,  Rx = Rcosθ ;  Ry = Rsinθ
horizontal is the
hypotenuse of                                                                Stack  and  Rack The equilibrant is the opposite
a right triangle. Osama:  (  2736 i  +  (-7518) j )  N                of the resultant.  It cancels the

        Bob:  ( -3830 i  +    3214  j  )  N    resultant.  So . . . 
       Resultant:   ( -1094 i  + (-4304) j  )  N             equilibrant: ( 1094 i  + 4304 j  )N 

Therefore, the equilibrant has a magnitude of:

            

€ 

|| E || = 10942 + 43042 = 4,441N The equilibrant here represents the
Finally, we need to find the angle with the x axis:            4304                   force with which Joe must pull. We                                                           

                             

€ 

θ = tan−1 | 4304 |
|1094 |

= 76°                                     need to convert it to proper notation            
Joe must pull with 4,441 N @ 76° N of E               1094


